Methods in Metacognition: Teaching Pedagogy and Learning by Example

SEPCHE Faculty Workshop 10/5/2012
9-12pm, Cabrini College Mansion Dining Room

AGENDA

8:30am  Registration and Breakfast

WHAT?

9:00am  Opening Remarks and Welcome

9:15am  Group Ice-breaker

WHY?

9:35am  Background Science in Metacognition

HOW?

10:00am  Jigsaw Activity Pt. 1

10:30am  Break

10:40am  Jigsaw Activity Pt. 2

NOW WHAT?

11:30am  Wrap-up and Reflections

11:45am  Brainstorming Research Ideas for next SEPCHE Project

12:00pm  End
**SEPCHE Project Description:**

*Building Capacity for 21st Century Teaching* is a SEPCHE faculty-led, continuous professional development model strengthening evidenced-based teaching. Participation begins with learning about how people learn. From this, faculty develop a question about their own teaching and employ metacognitive techniques to gather data about the question. As faculty gather evidence about their research question, they receive ongoing professional development and coaching support with Dr. Chris Jernstedt, Director Emeritus of the Center for Educational Outcomes and Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences at Dartmouth College. At the same time, faculty participate in a learning community with colleagues across SEPCHE institutions who are also exploring effective methods that shift pedagogy to 21st century teaching and learning approaches.